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Abstract
Relationship factors such as a psychotherapy group's cohesion and interpersonal
climate have been touted as being analogous to the therapist-client alliance in
individual psychotherapy, and as such should predict treatment outcome. However,
predicting and explaining contributors to outcome in group psychotherapy remains
unclear. This series of studies examined therapist-client alliance, group cohesion and
climate, self-other differentiation processes (using a repertory grid method) and
mastery of Core Conflictual Relationship Themes (CCRT) in brief dynamic group
therapy for depression. These studies also integrated qualitative-phenomenological
and clinical-quantitative research methodologies to examine in detail significant
helpful and hindering psychotherapy events. It was found that therapeutic alliance is
not analogous with group cohesion, but is associated with group member's
engagement in therapeutic tasks. Perceived levels of conflict and group developmental
processes helped explain the dimensions of cohesion. How group members defined
themselves in relation to others meaningfully changed over therapy. Changes in
perceived conflict in the group, and an individual's mastery of their CCRT patterns
predicted outcome. In particular, through the experience of telling their stories, clients
were able to change their responses to conflicts both within the group and in their
wider interpersonal circle.
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Preface
My interest in exploring what makes psychotherapy work stems from both my
history as a clinician and my curiosity regarding the relationship between
interpersonal processes, being human within a collage of experiential and
interpersonal worlds, and mental health and behavioural issues. I also have an interest
in exploring the similarities and differences between different therapeutic approaches
(including both individual and group therapy) and their theoretical and philosophical
underpinnings. This led me to the desire to gain a better understanding of the so called
‘common factors’ of psychotherapy and how they might be better understood and
enhanced within a range of clinical settings.
This thesis focuses on aspects of the interpersonal interactions within group
therapy treatment for depression. More specifically, it examines the potential
associations between relationship phenomena and therapy outcome and attempts to
elaborate this in terms of how individual experiences of therapeutic relationships may
be influenced by previously adopted interpersonal relationship patterns.
More recently I have become more familiar with ‘recovery literature’ which
describes people’s experiences of recovery from mental illness. Although recovery
stories have become a catalyst for change (or at least reflection) in terms of how
services are delivered, research exploring the intricacies of therapeutic interactions
and their relationship with individual recovery processes is in its infancy.
It is my intention in this thesis to straddle qualitative-phenomenological with
clinical-quantitative methodologies to examine individual recovery processes within
the context of the dynamics and developmental processes of group psychotherapy for
depression.
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